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The SAPA Leadership and Career Community is pleased to present you 

our next flagship event:

2022 Career Development Workshop – Master Class: 

“Re-Examine the Career Codebook”.

Read on to find out why you should attend this transformational interactive workshop, to 

debug the codebook deeply embedded in your brain and operating system, to reinvent 

yourself, and to change your luck in career development, once for all.

No kidding. Insightful

Immersive 

Impactful

Indispensable
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Registration is now open, please sign up today

RSVP

Please visit the 2022 SAPA CDW-MC event page for details.

Registration is now open.

Please note that the on-site seating capacities for this workshop are limited, so please reserve your ticket as 

soon as you can. You can also click the QR code above to register for the event.

We will also broadcast the sessions via Zoom links to those cannot join in-person.

Don’t miss it, and see you soon.

If you have any question please contact sapa2022cdw.mc@gmail.com for more details.

SAPA Members Non-Members

On-site $15 $25

On-line Zoom Free $15

https://sapaweb.org/cdwmc2022/
mailto:sapa2022cdw.mc@gmail.com


Take a closer look of the meaning of career codebook

A codebook is a type of document used for gathering and storing cryptography codes. Originally codebooks

were often literally books, but today codebook is a byword for the complete record of a series of codes,

regardless of physical format. These codebooks are often used as sources to dictate the interpretation and

transcription of the observed signals.

When performing our daily jobs and activities, quite often we reference our internal codebooks to operate and

deliver accordingly, consciously or unconsciously. Some of these codebooks are invisible. They are also

commonly shared, along with deep-rooted beliefs and cultural value influences.

Many codebooks we carry today originated a long time ago. These are unspoken and hidden rules. Many of

us spent considerable time acquiring, refining, and getting accustomed to these codebooks from the school

days, all the way back from elementary school, and got re-enforced along the way till our graduate school

years. Subsequently, many of us continue to use these same instruction codebooks to dictate how we do at

the workplace later on.

Here come the questions: are those codebooks from the school days now outdated? Are they appropriate to

be used at the workplace, or some of them may even misguide us?

WHAT
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Re-examine the codebook with a deeper understanding

Meredith W, a recent post-doc fellow joined a fast-growing team at Company X eight months ago, expressed

her anguish and frustration to her mentor and friends that her hard work was not acknowledged by her

manager and colleagues. She spent countless days and nights in the laboratory, even including the weekends

and holidays. Yet, at the recent mid-year review, her manager was not happy with her performance; also she

heard the news that one of her younger colleagues with less experiences and credentials is getting promoted.

Baffled and perplexed, she asked herself loudly: “what’s wrong with this company?”

Sounds familiar?

This seemingly fictitious case is an example of misusing the codebooks in real life. What made us successful

yesterday may not be a guarantee for the success tomorrow. Working environments, particularly those in the

industry setting, may have different performance criteria than those in academia. Simply applying the

regulations and rules from the school days may not be adequate to be successful in the increasingly complex

working environment. Those who cracked the codebook will surely be able to follow the trend and even get

ahead. We heard that people mentioned that EQ is often more important than IQ, but what does it exactly

mean?

WHY
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A unique workshop to explore together the winning secrets

According to the Oxford Languages Dictionary, a “workshop” is a meeting at which a group of people engage

in intensive discussion and activity on a particular subject or project. This workshop is designed exactly as

such a rare opportunity to work together, under the guidance and instruction of experienced career coaches

and seasoned career advocates, to work together to construct a new career codebook that is better defined

and can be optimized to help all of us to be more successful at work.

Each of us are unique, with our distinctive background, experience, competency, and potentials. Yet, we have

much in common. Under the guidance of the workshop instructors, we will explore the deeper insights of the

success factors together.

We cannot cover all topics in career development within one workshop; but the workshop instructors had put

their heads together to identify quite a few common pitfalls to ignite and illuminate the intellectual mindset of

the workshop participants. Each topic is carefully selected and grouped for the maximum impact.

This workshop is not only focused on theories, but also aimed to provide many practical solutions that you can

use next Monday and see the difference it will make.

HOW
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Saturday, August 13, 2022

Check your calendars and reserve your slot now. The registration is now open and on-site space is limited.

RSVP your ticket today.

It’s the weekend, so we understand that you want to sleep in a little. Therefore, we plan to start the formal

session at 9:30 am (a little later than our usual even time but we will plan to start the sessions promptly). You

are welcome to arrive early to enjoy coffee and breakfast, join the networking sessions, and to talk to the

instructors and career advocates ahead of the time. Registration desk will be open at 8:45 am.

Boxed lunch and coffee breaks are provided as part of the workshop. We plan to wrap up the workshop at

4:30 pm.

After the formal workshop, we also planned a few off-site excursion happy hours trips for those who are

interested to continue the learning (and fun) of the day. These activities are optional and additional charges

will be collected accordingly. You are welcomed to join these bonus events!

WHEN
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FDU – a great venue to facilitate the learning 

This year’s career workshop will be held in-person at School of Pharmacy, Fairleigh Dickinson University,

located at 230 Park Avenue, Florham Park, NJ 07932. It is located in central Jersey and accessible to

participants from different locations. We appreciate FDU for hosting this workshop at their beautiful facility, and

ask all participants please follow all the posted signs for security and safety.

The pandemic is not over yet. We care and take the health and safety of our participants seriously. We will

institute on-site check-in procedures and we ask you to follow the directions of the logistic teams.

For those participants who cannot travel to site to attend in-person, we will broadcast most of the sessions via

Zoom format, albeit with less interactive opportunities versus those who are on-site.

Networking is a big part of the learning. We designed several features to encourage effective networking

practice, with the instructors, career advocates, and fellow attendees.

WHERE
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A community formed to learn and improve together

A workshop is usually composed with a few cohorts: participants, instructors, and organizers. Same here,

with a bit twist and flare:

Participants: That’s YOU. All are welcome, but mostly the workshop is specifically designed for those who

are already in the workforce, no matter how many years of the journey. If you are facing difficulties to progress

and advance, you come to the right place. Still in graduate school? Come and get a head-start. In a different

industry? Doesn’t matter – the scope of this workshop is not limited to the pharma and biotech industry, but

applicable to many other industries. The workshop will be conducted in English, and we will discuss applicable

cultural fluency to demystify some common misconceptions many Chinese Americans may face.

Instructors: These are a group of passionate career coaches and advocates with deeper insights and

wisdom. They come from diverse backgrounds and have accumulated substantial wisdom along the way.

They are devoted to the growth of the fellow professionals. Read more of their individual profiles in detailed

section later. We have also invited several career advocates to join us to enrich the discussion.

Organizers: You can imagine that to put a workshop together like this one takes considerable efforts. The

SAPA volunteer teams are working together efficiently and effectively to deliver an impactful event.

In short, it is a community effort, and you all are part of it.

WHO
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INSTRUCTORS
Meet the workshop instructors

We are grateful for the workshop instructors who will lead our discussion at this Master Class workshop,

along with additional career advocates, leaders and volunteers from SAPA to support this flagship event:

Jingrong (Jamie) Huang, PhD, Founder & Leadership Coach, Princeton Leadership Academy

Toshio Kimura, MS, Senior Director, MedicalAnalytics, Regeneron

Nicole Quon, PhD, Senior Director, Managed Care, Ferring Pharmaceuticals

Sandy Suh, PharmD, VP, Regulatory Affairs & Chief Compliance Officer, Recordati Rare Diseases Inc.

John Sun, PhD, MBA, Global Program Lead, Global Drug Development, Novartis

Lauren Supraner, MA, President and Founder of CAL Learning Inc.
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CDW-MC Program at-a-Glance

PROGRAM

Time (EDT) Lead 

Instructor

Session

8:45 – 9:30 am Registration, Breakfast and Networking

9:30 – 10:15 am All Opening Session: Reveal the Unspoken Hidden Rules

10:15 – 10:30 am Coffee Breaks

10:30 – 11:15 am A. Understand and Manage Your Boss

11:15 am – 12:00 pm B. The Inside Story of Performance Review and IDP

12:00 – 1:00 pm Lunch

1:00 – 1:45 pm C. From Gallup to Hogan – The Essence of Leadership

1:45 – 2:30 pm D. How to Toot Your Own Horn?

2:30 – 2:45 pm Coffee Break

2:45 – 3:30 pm E. Work Smarter, Not Harder

3:30 – 4:15 pm F. Redefine the Meaning of Success

4:15 – 4:30 pm All Closing Remarks: Recraft the Career Codebook

Evening Happy Hours: Breakout sessions with various excursion trips for continued networking.

Saturday, August 13, 2022
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Understand and manage your boss

Have you ever felt like your manager does not appreciate your

hard work? Or realized that you just annoyed your boss? Or been

surprised by some of his or her feedback on your projects? You

probably do not know your boss very well, and accordingly, are not

effectively Managing Up!

Many of us focus on our needs, style, and goals. However, your

bosses also have their own needs, style, and goals! You will be

more successful if you can identify what is important to him or her,

and then flex your approach to meet him or her more than halfway.

You may also have dotted-lined managers or work in teams, which

add additional layers of complexity.

In this session, you will learn how to assess your manager's

codebook on vision, priorities, communication, decision-making, and

pet peeves. You will also hear some tips on how to change your

perspective and methods. If you do this correctly, you will not be

seen as a brown-noser by your peers - you will just be seen as

effective.

SESSION A
Back in the school days ...

• There is usually one right 

answer – the teacher’s version.

• Follow orders and do as I am 

told to do.

• I am here to learn.

• Finish my assigned homework 

on-time.

• Focus on my tasks and goals; 

don’t worry about other people.

• Show leadership by being the 

captain of the team.
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The inside story of performance review and IDP

Similar to the semester-end exams in schools, formal performance

reviews are done periodically with management. But there are so

many differences between the performance review vs exams:

• How are you evaluated against?

• How to be the true top performer?

• How to conduct difficult conversation when you don’t agree

with your managers’ assessment?

• When and how to speak up?

Get behind scenes peek on how managers are gathering their

impression about you based on your performance and inputs from

your peers and stakeholders.

Not surprisingly, many of these concepts are also applicable for the

new hire interviews.

This is also the great time to discuss your individual development

plan (IDP) with your managers, an important tool for development.

SESSION B
Back in the school days ...

• I am graded on how well I did 

in my exams and quizzes.

• My teacher or professor alone 

judges on how well I did in his 

and her class.

• Strive to be the best in my 

class.

• Follow the pre-assigned 

curriculum.
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From Gallup to Hogan – the essence of leadership

SESSION C
Back in the school days ...

• Student council jobs take away 

the time to study.

• Leader is for someone else. My 

job is to focus on study 

textbooks and do well in 

exams.

• Interacting with people is hard 

and full of hassles. I’d rather 

work independently to get 

higher grades.

• Failure is not an option.  One 

bad grade drags down my 

GPA.

Bamboo ceilings or stickie floors? We often heard the complains

that we got stuck because of external limitations. The fact is,

everyone can be a leader. In this session we will explore and learn

two of the most regarded leadership assessment tools to see what

are the essential leadership traits one should develop to become an

effective leader for team contribution, progressing from middle

management to senior executives.

Learning in leadership and management sciences is not difficult if

you have an open mind and are willing to learn. Similarly to the

natural sciences and technical skills, learning leadership and

management skills can be fun and exciting. Put them into practice

will make you think your everyday work much differently.

The instructors for these sessions are passionate about lifelong

learning – we encourage you to join us to learn and grow together,

with curiosity and inspiration. There are a lot of open resources to

learn and we will address these horizontal learnings as well.
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How to toot your own horn?

SESSION D
Back in the school days ...

• Be humble. Yes I am trying to 

be the best but won’t go around 

to tell everyone.

• Teacher knows how good I am 

and will tell the class how good 

I am.

• I am not good enough. A is not 

enough, try the A-plus.

• Of course I am expected to get 

the tasks down quietly.

This is another difficult topic to put into practice. Let’s examine from

the very core why we are shy to promote our own success? We will

introspect from different perspectives including cultural fluency and

core values, gender differences, personality types, etc.

Self-promotion is an art at the workplace. There are different rules

and codes to follow. There are filters and bias to be aware. There

are different beliefs, norms, and even taboos to understand.

This is not only a theoretical exploration. The instructor will lead a

series of exercises to practice how to appropriately showcase your

achievement at the workplace. We will also provide you a list of

words to say and not to say.

To take a step further, we will also discuss how to promote others

and celebrate others’ success together. Give the credit where it is

due, and share the glory of the victories together.
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Work smarter, not harder

SESSION E
Back in the school days ...

• There is no short cut. Work 

hard or I will fail.

• GPA is everything and study all 

the time.

• Weekends are time to catch up 

for all the homework and trying 

to learn new materials to get 

ahead.

• When I get that degree I will be 

all set.

By now you should realize that simply working hard will not get you

where you want to go. But how do we get there? What does work

smart mean? Here are a few factors for us to explore together:

• Focus on outcome and impact, than how much work you

have put in;

• Understanding your manager, truly align with your

manager’s goals and objectives (more in session A);

• Consciously create upwards mobility opportunities;

• Be authentic and secure trust;

• Ask smart questions rather than only providing answers;

• Build effective allyship across the organization and teams;

• Understand your company and group’s culture;

• Using hobby and interest to build personal bond;

• Deal with conflicts and maintain mental health.

The list goes on and on. Let’s learn together!
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Redefine the meaning of success

SESSION F
Back in the school days ...

• Getting into an Ivy League 

school is the sure ticket for 

success.

• High GPA means that I am 

smart and be respected –

compete to win.

• Academic degree is the crown.

• Formal titles and degrees 

define who we are.

Let’s re-examine the meaning of success (KPI) at the workplace:

• Collaboratively accomplish the team goals and objectives;

• Cultivate and strengthening business relationships;

• Open new opportunities and possibilities;

• Navigate smoothly in cross-functional teams and matrix

organizations;

• Proper work-life balance and lifelong learning.

This is important because we need to realign the definition of the

success to pursue our goals appropriately, and not constantly fall

into the trap and mis-conception that higher education degree or title

alone is equal to power and success at the workplace.

You may ask, what about fame and money? Don’t worry – we will

address that as well at the workshop.
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Jingrong (Jamie) Huang, PhD

Jamie has a unique combination of experiences that include science research, education, and

industry R&D. She is always passionate about leadership development for survival, growth, and

contribution and has more than twenty years of experience with diverse organizations.

Her trajectory of becoming a highly demanded leadership coach started from exposure to western

individuality philosophy. She coached individuals to leverage their intrinsic strengths to triumph

over significant challenges. The impact of transformations she catalyzed propelled her to progress

through the stages of life coach, Gallup and Hogan Certified Strengths Coach, and certified

Leadership Coach for Organizational Performance.

Jamie earned her Bachelor of Science in Physics from University of Science and Technology of

China and Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Physics from Columbia University.

Jamie values family. She is mother of two adult children, a daughter at Northwestern University

Graduate School studying astrophysics and a son whose received his JD from New York

University School of Law. She enjoys movies, musicals, and outdoor running. As a long time

leadership coach for SAPA, we are grateful for Jamie to join us again at this workshop.

INSTRUCTOR
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Toshio Kimura, MS

Toshio Kimura is the head of Medical Analytics at Regeneron with over 20 years of experience in

the pharmaceutical industry. He is responsible for statistics and statistical programming within

Medical Affairs including support for Health Economics and Outcomes Research. The Medical

Analytics team applies innovative statistical methods including machine learning and data

visualization to improve patient care and outcomes.

Prior to Regeneron, he worked at Boehringer Ingelheim in Clinical Biostatistics and was the

Global Head of Health Information and Analytics. Through a Global Management Development

Program and an expatriate assignment, he spent half a year in Mumbai, India, and 2 years in

Germany at global headquarters.

He completed his undergraduate studies at Princeton University and a masters in biostatistics

from Yale University.

Toshio is passionate about career development and he is a sharp-minded advisor and mentor, yet

a very humble and genuine colleague and an exemplary leader. We are grateful to have him join

us in this workshop to share with us his thoughts on many hot topics.

INSTRUCTOR
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Nicole Quon, PhD

Nicole Quon leads the national and regional account teams at Ferring Pharmaceuticals that

secure coverage and access to Ferring products at 100+ payers, PBMs, and GPOs. Nicole was

also Senior Director, Market Access Strategy & Ops at Ferring and responsible for US channel

strategy and marketing for health plans, health systems, and trade. She also led US go-to-market

strategy and launch preparation for pipeline products.

Nicole has 15 years of experience in biopharma and academia. Prior to Ferring, she was Head of

Global Payer Marketing and Market Development Biosimilars for Boehringer Ingelheim in

Germany. She also had roles in Public Policy and Health Economics and Outcomes Research at

Boehringer Ingelheim USA and Optimer Pharmaceuticals. She began her career as Assistant

Professor in the School of Public and Environmental Affairs at Indiana University.

Nicole holds a Ph.D. in Health Policy from Yale University and B.S. in Health Policy and

Administration from the Pennsylvania State University.

Nicole describe herself as a strategic thinker who delivers results through high performing teams.

For those of you who had participated last year’s CDW-MasterClass, you may have attended her

session. Now you can see and interact with her live!

INSTRUCTOR
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Sandy Suh, PharmD

Sandy Suh, PharmD, is currently Vice President, Regulatory Affairs & Chief Compliance Officer

at Recordati Rare Diseases Inc. Sandy is a pharmaceutical professional with 20 years of

experience. Her early career started in drug safety/pharmacovigilance. Then she spent a few

years in Medical Affairs. Recently, she also had responsibility for Clinical Operations and Program

Management for global R&D programs. She has worked in companies such as Abbott,

Pharmacia/Pfizer, MannKind, and Exeltis.

Sandy is a generalist with a broad range of expertise in therapeutic areas as well as

pharmaceutical dosage forms. She believes that success is being able to provide pharmaceutical

choices for patients and caregivers.

Other than the professional experiences for the pharmaceutical industry, Sandy is very passionate

about career development. Over the years, she accumulated quite a bit wisdom for Asian

Americans to break the bamboo ceiling, to establish the right personal and professional branding,

and she is an extemporary super-connector to reach out and establish effective networks. Sandy

is no stranger to SAPA and have participated several teaching sessions in the past, and we are

delighted to welcome back Sandy to this workshop.

INSTRUCTOR
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John Sun, PhD, MBA

John is a passionate practitioner and advocate for career planning and development. Currently

he is a Global Program Lead at Novartis, and had served as Global Analytics Project Manager

and Global Program Team Director in different franchises and units. Before Novartis, John held

positions with increased R&D responsibilities from Whitehall-Robins, Kos Pharmaceuticals,

Schering-Plough, and Sanofi-Aventis. Over the years, John has actively volunteered in various

professional organizations, served as Chair of Project Management Community in DIA, SAPA

President (2020-2021), Chair of Chinese Culture Community at Novartis, President of Novartis

Toastmasters Club and Area Director of Toastmasters International at District 83. John had

presented in various domestic and international symposia on PM and drug development.

John obtained his PhD in pharmaceutics from Virginia Commonwealth University, MBA from

Rutgers University, and BMed from Beijing University of Traditional Chinese Medicine. John is a

certified Project Management Professional (PMP), a Distinguished Toastmaster (DTM), and

trained in black-belt for lean six-sigma.

John has participated, designed, and led many SAPA career development workshops and events

over the past ten years, and aspired to make the SAPA career community a vibrant and impactful

platform.

INSTRUCTOR
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Lauren Supraner, MA

Lauren Supraner is president of CAL Learning Inc., an intercultural communication consulting

and training company based in New York. Since founding CAL Learning in 2004, she’s helped

thousands in pharma and biotech to improve their culture and language skills for success in the

US workplace and on global teams. Her workshops focus on adopting the cultural mindset,

persuasive language, and clarity of speech for workplace success and advancement.

Lauren coaches global leaders to build effective messaging that is clear, compelling, and culturally

appropriate. Lauren is also an accent reduction coach, and the author of Accent Reduction for

Chinese Speakers. She has published articles on cross cultural communication in HR Magazine

and Multilingual Magazine.

Lauren is a member of the SAPA-GP Career and Mentoring Group, where she presents regularly

on the topics of accent reduction and cross cultural communication. Lauren has lived and worked

in Thailand and Japan. She holds an MA in TESOL from Columbia University.

INSTRUCTOR
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Introduction of SAPA

ABOUT SAPA
The Sino-American Pharmaceutical Professionals Association (SAPA) was established in 1993 and is headquartered in the center

of the pharmaceutical corridor in New Jersey, USA. Since its inception, SAPA rapidly became one of the most active Chinese-

American professional associations in the US with eight chapters and more than 6,000 members.

SAPA’s members are primarily from large and mid-sized pharmaceutical and biotech companies in the US, with areas of expertise

covering almost every aspect of pharmaceutical research and development as well as production.

The organization’s large membership base and their superb scientific and technical abilities has allowed SAPA to be a key source

for knowledge exchange on the latest developments in the pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and generic drug industries.

As a non-profit organization registered in the US, SAPA receives generous sponsorship and support from numerous multinational

companies in the US and overseas. SAPA will continue to provide a broad platform for scientific and technical discussion, talent

exchange, and training for the colleagues in the pharmaceutical industry from the US and China.

Professional Expertise of SAPA Members

• Drug discovery, research and development

• Preclinical and clinical research and development

• Application and registration of new drug and biologics to the US FDA

• Production and manufacture of pharmaceuticals and biological products

• Commercial and marketing of pharmaceutical and biological products

• Generic product development and technology
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We are grateful for our corporate sponsors for their support

SPONSORS

Diamond Sponsors

Strategic Sponsor

Platinum and Gold Sponsors

Strategic Collaborators
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2022
SAPA

Career Talk 
8@8

SAPA Career Talk 8@8 is a virtual webinar 
series hosted on the 8th day of every month 
at 8 pm. We will discuss career hot topics 
and address concerns related to SAPA 
members and friends. These sessions are 
complimentary to all.

8 pm on the 8th day of every month

Scan the QR code on the right to register for the event, and join us from 8:00 – 9:30 pm, on

the 8th day of each month. Please note that at the Zoom registration page you can register

for all of the 2022 8@8 monthly program, so please make sure to select the right month

from the pull-down menu. After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing

information about how to join the session.
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Science ◆ Education ◆ Collaboration ◆ Career

2022 SAPA Annual Conference

Creating Platforms for Innovation

and Growth in Pharma & BioTech
September 30 & October 1, 2022

DoubleTree by Hilton

Somerset Hotel and Conference Center

200 Atrium Drive

Somerset, NJ 08873, USA
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Sino-American 
Pharmaceutical Professionals 
Association
Connecting dots to grow together

w w w . s a p a w e b . o r g

SAPA Mission

As a global organization, SAPA’s mission is:

• To promote the advancement of pharmaceutical science and biotechnology

• To contribute to public health education

• To promote entrepreneurship, healthcare investment and business cooperation

• To foster the career growth of pharmaceutical professionals

Follow SAPA on: 

LinkedIn: SAPA-HQ

WeChat: SAPA


